
“Lightning” senior film
Director

- Oversaw a team of 20 in producing a short film in 10 weeks, overseeing art direction, 
recruitment, and team management;
- Collaborated with each team member in the production process from pre-production to editing, 
doing the necessary research and testing for problems that came up during production;
- Shots that were not up to quality were discussed with their respective team members; animators 
were given clear direction and four weeks to complete their shots

Carrot Creative
Storyboard Intern

- Conceptualized and produced storyboards and an animatic in 3 days that played a significant 
role in winning the Michael Khors account;
- Was taken off the internship program after a month and assigned to real client accounts;
- Created a world map and story outline for Target’s Halloween account;
- Illustrated comics and panels for the Morty Tracts in the Rick and Morty Rickstaverse Instagram 
campaign-- garnering over 94 thousand followers to the Instagram account. The project won the 
Gold Honor in “Most Creative Use of Technology” at the 2016 Shorty Awards

Imagineer Training Program: Hong Kong Disneyland
Imagineer Trainee

- Produced proof of concepts for animated posters produced to compliment Hong Kong 
Disneyland’s “Light Up The Night” parade, one of which was sent to production and currently 
exists in the park;
- Worked with a team in mocking up sets and designs for the music boxes of Hong Kong 
Disneyland’s “Fairy Tale Forest”.

Highly driven professional with specializations in storyboarding, concept development and graphic design. 
Experienced in both leading and collaborating in production teams, producing exceptional results. Detail-oriented 
and works with the wholistic vision of projects in mind.

- Adobe Suites: Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign and Premiere Pro; Autodesk Maya; Toonboom 
Harmony Stage; Microsoft Office: Word, Powerpoint and Excel; Apple Keynote
- Able to seamlessly navigate between Microsoft and MacOSX

Bachelor of Fine Arts Major in Animation, 
Savannah College of Art and Design, Summa Cum Laude

Bachelor of Fine Arts Major in Information Design
Bachelor of Fine Arts Major in Creative Writing
Ateneo de Manila University

2012-2016

2006-2011

Disney Imaginations (Champion)
Hong Kong Disneyland

- Was acting team leader in a team to conceptualize a new attraction for Hong Kong Disneyland
- Worked with the team to come up with ideas for events, rides, logistics and concept art for an 
attraction based around Peter Pan;
- Initiated a production schedule, list of assets for production, and assigned tasks to team 
members;
- Produced the script for the pitch and acted as compositor for the final presentation, which won 
us the award and an internship under the Imagineers in Hong Kong Disneyland for the summer.
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